Homes for Small Clubs

The Athletic Institute's Plan Book for Community Recreation presents two clubhouses for the small private or public course. Rolf C. Dreyer was architect of both clubhouses.

The clubhouse shown on this page is about as compact as a small and serviceable clubhouse can be made while providing limited food and drink service, toilet, pro shop and locker facilities. Provision is made for men and women players, and for expansion. Large windows at both ends of the lounge, and the fireplace, make the room cheerful summer and winter, and fit it for the reception of small meetings.

Location of the concessionaire compartment for drink and sandwich service, permits one man or woman keeping a fairly close watch on all that's going on within the clubhouse. The pro shop should be reasonably close to the first tee.

The larger clubhouse, shown on page 48, was designed by Dreyer for the Taconic State Park Commission, Staatsburg, N. Y. The attic can be finished to provide living quarters for those operating the clubhouse.
FUNCTIONAL UTILITY FEATURES THIS COMPACT CLUBHOUSE
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